
Tools you will need to create the foam rose : 

DAP RapidFuse Adhesive with brush applicator
1 pc. of 12” x 18“ craft foam per two flowers - $0.89 ea.
Scissors or cricut machine
Floral stem wire $3.99

INSTRUCTIONS

1. First print out the rose template, cut it out and trace three on a piece of craft foam. If you have a 
cricut machine, you can have your machine cut it out for you. If not, use a scissors to cut out your 
three identical flower shapes. 

2. Fold your flower shape in half, and then in half again. Cut the small point off of the center and 
unfold. You should have a small hole in the center of your flower shape. 

3. Cut one petal from one flower shape, two petals from another flower shape, and finally three 
petals from the last flower shape. See photo A on the second page for clarification.

4. Starting with the two petaled piece, brush a thin line of RapidFuse along the inside edge of one 
petal and glue it to itself in a cylindrical shape. See photo  for clarification. Glue petal pieces with 3, 
5, 6, and 7 in the same way. See photo B for clarification. 

5. Start with one floral stem wire. We folded ours in half and twisted it together to add strength to 
the stem. Brush some RapidFuse on the inside of the single petal towards the bottom point. Wrap it 
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around the stem and hold for ten seconds until it adheres. See photo C.

6. Brush RapidFuse onto the outside point of the single petal and slide the two petal piece onto the 
stem. Hold the two pieces together for 10 seconds until they adhere together. Follow the same step 
with the three petal piece, five petal piece, six petal piece, and finally the seven petal piece. See 
photos D - H

7. You may also choose to cut out some leaves and use RapidFuse to adhere them to the bottom of 
your rose. 
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